WEST VALLEY SOCCER CLUB
Parent Responsibilities & Guidelines
The following is a series of responsibilities that we require all Parents adhere to. Please take the time
to read through and understand that this is a condition of your participation in WVSC.

We want all Parents/Guardians involved to be proper role models and a good reflection of our program.
We have a zero-tolerance policy where bad and/or violent behavior is concerned, and a thorough
investigation will be conducted if said behavior is reported.
I agree to present myself as a positive role model while representing WVSC at any soccer match,
tournament or training session.
I understand that my actions, both positive and negative, reflect directly not only on myself but also
on the team, and WVSC. A team and club’s reputation are built on positive behavior, courtesy,
sportsmanship and playing ability.
I will refrain from coaching my own or any child during a game or at training. This can become
distracting and counterproductive to the desired goals of the coach. We want out players to be
independent thinkers.
I will refrain from having direct communication with referees before, during or after the game. As a
Parent, I will not question calls of the referee under any circumstances & show unsportsmanlike
behavior.

I will use the 24-Hour Rule when I am concerned about soccer related issues that require me to talk
with the coach. No parent should approach, talk or communicate with a coach within 24 hours of the
concern. (For a more detailed protocol on this, please refer to our Communications Policy when
dealing with soccer-related issues).

I will abide by the WVSC League Policies, Rules and Guidelines set forth to uphold the
integrity and reputation of the league.

Parent Name: _________________________

Date: ________

Player Name: _________________________ Team Affiliation: _____________________________
Parent Signature: ______________________________

